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Contribution
• Explore brain connectivity through
morphological covariation of cortical
thickness data
• Propose modified PC2 algorithm, PC*,
towards this end
• Compare performance of PC* against
established concentration matrix method
for calculating partial correlations

Graphical Models
• Combines a multivariate distribution (in this case
corresponding to regions of interest (ROIs) on the
cortical surface) with a graphical representation
• Direct dependence between random
variables is denoted by an edge between the
corresponding nodes in the graph as follows
• Faithfulness property implies for any nodes A and B
in the graph, all paths between A and B contain at
least one node in control set Z if and only if XA is
conditionally uncorrelated with XB given XZ, assuming
a multivariate normal distribution for the X’s where XA
is the random variable corresponding to node A.
• True for randomly selected positive
distribution with probability 1.

Dataset and Preprocessing
• 668 normal, right handed subjects.
• Three-dimensional T1-weighted MRI volumes
acquired using a 4 Tesla scanner running MP-RAGE
• Automated post processing by BrainSuite3: from MRI
volume to gray matter thickness on extracted and
ROI-parcellated surface.
• For each subject averaged gray matter thickness
over each ROI.
• Log transform taken such that resulting data
approximately follows a normal distribution4

Results
• Bootstrapped data to estimate edge stability. 2 Cases:
• 500 trials, randomly sampling 645 subjects
500 trials, randomly sampling 161 subjects

The number of stable edges (SE), average edge variance (AEV) and edge
variance standard deviation (Std). An edge was deemed stable if it
occurred in at least 70% of the bootstrap trials.

Concentration Method
• Partial correlation between two ROIs A and B
controlling for ROI Z, denoted 𝜌𝐴𝐵|𝑍 , is the component
of the correlation between A and B that cannot be
explained through correlation with Z.
• Let Σ denote the ROI covariance matrix and 𝐾 = Σ−1 ,
then 𝜌𝐴𝐵|rest =

𝑘𝑖𝑗

𝑘𝑖𝑖 𝑘𝑗𝑗

where rest denotes all other

ROIs.

PC* Algorithm
• Uses assumed faithfulness property to identify control
sets Z which are equivalent to controlling for “rest” but
contain fewer elements.
• For example, if XA is independent of XB given XZ then
XA is independent of XB given any superset of XZ
• Controlling for fewer elements increases statistical
power of partial correlation based independence tests
and reduces sample size requirements

3 views of each method’s stable networks formed solely from stable edges.

• Ran each method on the full sample dataset with
parameters tuned to find 159 edges and set result as
the ground truth for the method.
• Reran methods on reduced samples of
dataset and evaluated performance based on
percent edge overlap with full-sample result.
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